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Abstract
Impedance spectroscopy is the science of recording and
evaluating the impedance of electrical circuit elements as the
function of the exciting frequency. The electrical circuit elements
can be virtually anything that can be excited by AC voltage
sources (conventional discrete electric elements, battery cells
and even biological tissues). As battery cells are electrochemical
devices, studying them using impedance spectroscopy is
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). In this paper we
provide a literature overview of impedance spectroscopy, and
propose it as a measurement principle for the time- and costefficient state-of-health testing of individual Li-ion battery cells for
the MegaLux solar vehicle racing team at our Faculty.

1 Introduction
In recent years, the student solar vehicle racing team “MegaLux” at John von Neumann
University, GAMF Faculty of Engineering and Computer Science achieved several successes at the
World Solar Challenge [1] (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1. The MegaLux team poses after the successful arrival of the MegaLux solar vehicle at the
finish, and winning the 3rd prize of the South African Solar Challenge 2016 in Cape Town
A typical racing solar vehicle uses a Li-ion battery pack to bridge solar energy production
breaks due to weather, and to smooth energy production fluctuations. The cell count in a battery
pack can be as high as 400 (a maximal mass of 20 kg is allowed according to race regulations), so
testing the individual battery cells’ status of health (SoH) before battery pack assembly is a time
critical operation.
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Battery charging currents are conventionally measured in It or C units: both mean the current
that, if could be supplied constantly, could deliver the battery’s nominal charge in 1 hour. As charging
currents mostly range between a few tenths of C and a few C’s, full charge-discharge cycles can last
several hours (see Fig. 2.). To test the SoH of several hundreds of batteries in an acceptable time
using full charge-discharge cycles, unrealistically many parallel test pads must be used.

Fig. 2. Charge characteristics for Panasonic NCR18650B, the battery cell used in MegaLux
vehicles [2]
My goal is to develop a SoH testing device for the MegaLux racing team, that tests the cells
as fast as possible, and that is cost effective and simple enough, so that the team can afford and inhouse built several of them, that ensures the possibility of parallel testing.
As the base principle I have chosen the impedance spectroscopy, and this paper is intended
to be a review article on this topic especially in the application point of view.

2 Literature overview of impedance spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy is the science of recording and evaluating the impedance of electrical
circuit elements as the function of the exciting frequency [3]. The recorded impedance values can
be plotted on either Bode plots (impedance magnitude and phase angle as functions of exciting
frequency), or on Nyquist plot (imaginary part as the function of real part, e.g. Figs 6,7,8.). In the
latter case, although it is harder for the reader to recognize, what frequency a data point belongs to,
the shape of the plot can tell the expert much qualitative information about the system under
investigation (e.g. the approximate SoH of the battery, and in the case of defective battery, the
defective part).
Quantitative evaluation of the data acquired is possible too, it mostly requires an equivalent
circuit model of the system (e.g. Figs 3,4,6,7), whose circuit parameters can be fitted to be as close
to the measured impedance data as possible.
The following examples represent the multitude of the application fields of impedance
spectroscopy.
In order to develop medical diagnostic methods based on impedance spectroscopy, it is
advantageous to understand the behavior difference between healthy and diseased cells. A
simulated AC frequency response function of cells with nucleus can be seen on Fig. 3.a, while the
corresponding equivalent circuit model is depicted on Fig. 3.b [4]. The electrical parameters of cell
components characteristic to diseases can be determined empirically.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Simulated AC frequency response function of cells with nucleus (b) The corresponding
equivalent circuit model [4]
A simple medical application is the estimation of body water content and fat mass [5]. Body fat
can be approximated as an insulator that does not contribute to the circuit model of the body
(Fig. 4.a). Inside the fat-free regions of the body there is difference between the conducting path of
low-frequency and high-frequency current. At low frequency the cell membranes block the current,
only the intracellular liquid conducts, whereas at high frequency all liquid components conduct,
serially connected by the capacitances of the cellular membranes (Fig. 4.b). There are diagnostic
devices already commercially available (Fig. 4.c) that estimate body water content and/or fat mass
using the impedance spectroscopy data and personal physical data (height, weight etc.) based on
empirical equations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) Equivalent electrical circuit from the human body from the body water content and fat
mass measuring point of view (b) Conducting paths in human non-fat tissues (c) The fourelectrodes circuit of the body water content and fat mass measurement [5]
It is possible to measure skin impedance spectra at different depths depending on
combinations of electrodes at different distances. The system depicted on Fig. 5. works in the
frequency range of 1 to 2.5 MHz, and the applied voltage/current is 150 mV/75 mA at maximum.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. View of measurement device (a) and measurement principle (b) for skin impedance spectra
[6]
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There are also studies regarding the relation of fruit quality and impedance spectra [7,8].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Impedance spectra of unripe (●) and ripe (■) nectarine tissue, and a frozen and thawed
tissue (▲). [7] (b) Equivalent electrical circuit model of a fruit. [8]
The investigation of batteries is also possible using impedance spectroscopy, moreover, it is
possible to measure while not disturbing the DC (power) operation, at small alternating currents.
Several types of batteries have been investigated experimentally and using simulations of equivalent
circuit models, now we cite only Li-ion batteries. Depending on battery type, the excitation frequency
range typically extends from a few hundredths of Hz to a few kHz [3,5,9]. There are several
equivalent circuit models of the Li-ion battery cell, one of them can be seen on Fig. 7, typical Nyquist
plots are depicted on Figs 8 and 9.

Fig. 7. (a) An equivalent circuit of a Li-ion battery cell [5] (b) Definition of parameters of interest of
Li-ion cell Nyquist plot [9]

Fig. 8. (a) An equivalent circuit of a Li-ion battery cell [5] (b) Definition of parameters of interest of
Li-ion cell Nyquist plot [9]
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The ageing of battery cells is a key process in capacity loss. In Fig 9. we can see, how ageing
is reflected in the Nyquist plots of the impedance spectra.

Fig. 9. Evolution of Nyquist plots of a Li-ion battery cell while ageing [10]
It is worth investigating, if the computing effort of processing full spectral data series, and
drawing conclusions from them can be reduced by characterizing the spectra by a few parameters
of interest (for definitions see Fig. 8). In Fig. 10. the reflection of the state of health and the state of
charge in the parameters of interest is depicted [9].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. The effect of the state of health and the state of charge on (a) the zero crossing point, (b)
the x-minimum point, (c) the y-maximum point and (d) the x-maximum point.
According to the data on the figures, there is a strong correlation between the parameters of
interest chosen and the electrochemical health of the battery.

3 Future work
This paper is a preparatory work before the building of the actual impedance spectrum
measurement circuit. As electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a new research field at our
University we would like to test as many types of defective batteries as possible, to expertise
ourselves in the battery fault–impedance spectrum shape relation.
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In some circumstances ultra-low amplitude excitation may be necessary, which requires lockin amplification before evaluation. At our Faculty there is knowledge of lock-in detection using lowcost (educational grade) DAQ-devices [11].

4 Conclusion
We have proposed a measurement principle for the cost- and time-efficient state-of-health
testing of individual Li-ion battery cells for the MegaLux solar vehicle racing team at our Faculty. The
new experimental device will also serve as basis of knowledge about battery defects, and new
researches at material sciences.
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